PHS Built-In PHS/PDC Dual Card
“Mobile Card P-in”

DoCoMo launched its PHS 64K data communication service in April 1999. In order to make the most of the fastest 64K service, it also developed the PHS built-in type dual data card called “Mobile Card P-in”.

In this article, the product outline of “Mobile Card P-in” is described.
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Introduction

Background of the “Mobile Card P-in” Introduction

Data communication traffic of PHS and cellular phone has been on the steady increase. It can be said that this increase is due to a full lineup of mobile equipment in addition to the high transmission speed, reduction in price, etc. DoCoMo has accomplished 10% level of PHS’s data traffic already in early 1998, and up to 31% in May 1999. It is predicted that this percentage will continue to increase in the future.

Today, data communication is going well, and operators are being required to take flexible measures towards data communication. Especially, there are such strong requests regarding hardware as “card-type PHS terminal suitable for data communication”, “light-weighted PHS information terminal”, “inexpensive PHS information terminal”, etc. from users.

Also, it is getting widespread among users to use mobile phones according to the user’s specific purpose; for example, users are tend to use cellular phone with wide service area for conversation and high-speed PHS for data communication.

Under such background, “Mobile Card P-in” was born as a PHS built-in dual data card as shown in Figure 1.

Product Outline

Picture 1 shows an outside appearance of the product.

1. Product features
   1. Small, lightweight and easy to carry.
   2. Smart, simple PHS64K data communication can be realized without cable connection only by putting P-in in a PC card slot of PC.

3. In the area PHS cannot be used, data communication using 9600bit/s cellular phone is possible by connecting to the cellular phone with the attached cable, thereby enabling the data communication for wider area.

4. Most suitable for long-term business trip because the operation is based on PC power supply that does not need a charger.

5. Voice call is possible with the use of earphone microphone (an extra-cost option).

6. Registration for home antenna (32K data communication connection) and office station service mode (OS mode) is possible.

7. Data communication as a transceiver (32K data communication connection) is possible.

8. Effects of product introduction

1. Among users of cellular phones, note PCs and Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), a group of users of potential...
demand who are interested in high-speed data communication can be secured.

(2) PHS data traffic can be increased by the addition of new types of terminals that support PHS64K data communication.

(3) The data traffic of cellular phone can be increased by equipping 9600bit/s data communication functionality for cellular phone.
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- **Hardware Specifications**

  The hardware specifications of "Mobile Card P-in" are shown in Table 1.

  Although there is no display part in "Mobile Card-Pin", the current communication status can be identified by color and way of blinking of the LED (Light Emitting Diode). The color and lighting condition of the LED are changed according to the communication state. For example, red light is used for voice and 32K data communication, green light for 64K data communication, orange light is for OS communications and green blinking light is for call waiting state within service area. Thus, it is able to have an user know connection situation, etc. while using "Mobile Card Pin".

- **Dialer Software**

  Figure 2 shows a display of dialer software. With the use of this software, we can easily enjoy transmission and reception of "Chara-Talk" and voice communications with "Mobile Card Pin".

  Besides, it can also start the existing PALDIO's "Mailer" and "Chara-Mailer", etc.

- **Future Activities**

  The recent growth of mobile equipment has been aston-
lishing, and it is being essential for the equipment to be made small in size and with high-performance. A smaller data interface is required for the PDA that puts emphasis on more mobility more. Also, it can be considered that PHS is most suitable for a protocol of home information appliance since it supports such independent mode as transceiver, office station, etc. With the use of a small PHS module, it becomes possible to utilize it to home information appliance easily.

Accordingly, we would like to address further downsizing and power-saving and make efforts to achieve widespread use of the mobile multimedia.

Closing

In this article, we mentioned the product outline of "Mobile Card P-in". We would like to continue the activities to improve the convenience of data communication, considering the demand and the market of data communication users, so as to become a leading player for an age of the high-speed data communication in the next generation communications (IMT-2000: International Mobile Telecommunications-2000).